
Dear Beloved Supporters and Friends,

Warm greetings in the name of our Lord and Redeemer, Jesus Christ. As we embark on a new year, we are filled with
gratitude for the unwavering prayers and support you have shown us. Here's a brief overview of recent events in our
personal lives and ministry.

Looking Back:
We are filled with joy to again announce that our visa problems have been resolved! This means we will be able to serve
even more actively this year. Your prayers during the visa process were crucial, and we cannot express enough gratitude
for your unwavering support. We have received an overwhelming response to our good news here in Wales, with multiple
churches requesting me to preach in the coming months. The requests came in so fast that I found myself scheduled to
preach every Sunday in January and sometimes even twice in one day. What a blessing!

Looking Forward:
At the beginning of the month, we sat down with the Downeys to map out our plans for the upcoming year. Our hearts
were filled with delight as we discussed embarking on various projects and events that the Lord has put in our path and
on our hearts.

Community Outreach:
Our community outreach efforts are going well. I've gone from dishwasher to cook at the luncheon club, giving me a
chance to interact with many people, especially the elderly. To get even more involved, I joined a local bowls group. Every
Tuesday evening, we have friendly games and I enjoy learning from and connecting with the other players. Sports can
really bring people together in meaningful ways.

Dana and I have successfully applied for our DBS checks. This essential background check is a prerequisite for working
with children or the elderly and is a significant step towards opportunities to connect with schools and nursing homes in
the near future.

Upcoming Events:
Dana and Tennille are already in deep preparation mode for the community ladies' luncheon in March and the upcoming
ladies' retreat in May. Their chosen theme, "Under Construction," has them wading through hard hats and caution tape as
they plan and organize these special meetings. There is a lot of enthusiasm surrounding these gatherings, and we have
high hopes that they will be meaningful and impactful for all the women in attendance.
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In Christ's Hand,
Jason and Dana Rongione 
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Commit thy way unto the Lord; trust also in him, 
and he shall bring it to pass. - Psalm 37:5

Words of Gratitude:
Lastly, we extend our heartfelt thanks for your love, support, and prayers. Your generosity during the
Christmas season has touched us deeply. We are beyond grateful for the special Christmas offerings you
sent our way. Your partnership in ministry is a gift, and we look forward to the thrilling journey ahead,
confident that God is at work in and through your prayers and support.

Special Note:
We understand the importance of keeping your missionary records current. To access our most recent
photos and prayer cards, please visit 2wales4christ.com and download them from our website.


